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Afghanistan

North Korea

Somalia

CONSTANT STRESS, 
CONSTANT THREATS
If North Korean Christians are 
discovered, they are deported to 
labor camps as political criminals 
or even killed on the spot. Driven 
by the state, Christian persecution 
is extreme and meeting other 
Christians to worship is nearly 
impossible unless it’s done in secrecy. 
A recent increase in diplomatic 
activity, starting with the 2019 
Winter Olympics in South Korea, 
has not changed anything for 
Christians in the country.

PRAYER POINTS
•	 Pray for endurance and courage for 

Christians who are suffering right 
now in labor camps across North 
Korea.                                                                                                                      

•	 Pray that continued diplomatic 
efforts will result in religious 
freedom for the underground 
church in North Korea.    

•	 Pray God will reach Kim Jong-un 
and the top leaders in North Korea 
with the power of the gospel.

AN ISLAMIC SOCIETY WHERE 
CHRISTIANITY EXISTS IN SECRET
Afghanistan is a tribal society, and
loyalty to one’s family, clan and 
tribe are extremely important. In 
an Islamic society, it is illegal for an 
Afghan person to leave Islam. The 
country is increasingly challenged 
by Islamic militants, the Taliban 
controls or contests more and 
more areas, and an ISIS-affiliated 
group also targets minorities. 
Those who decide to follow Jesus 
do so in secret.

PRAYER POINTS
•	 Christian converts from Islam 

face heavy pressure from family, 
friends and neighbors. Pray for 
these believers to have courage 
and perseverance.           

•	 The Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan does not allow 
conversion from Islam. Pray 
for a softening of the country’s 
leadership and local rulers.    

•	 Pray for the spread of the gospel 
through secret believers and 
the underground church.

VIOLENCE, CIVIL WAR AND 
EXTREME PERSECUTION
Somalia remains mired in civil war, 
violent Islamic militancy and tribalism. 
Conversion to Christianity is regarded 
as a betrayal of the family/clan. 
Those suspected of conversion, are 
harassed, intimated and even killed 
by family members and clan leaders. 
Muslim Christians are regarded as 
high-value targets by al-Shabab 
operatives and are often killed on 
the spot when discovered. 

PRAYER POINTS
•	 Pray leaders will open up to the 

truth of the gospel and for safety 
and protection for Christians.    

•	 Pray for Somali Christians who 
must hide their faith to survive. 
Pray they will have courage and 
hope in the midst of extreme 
persecution.    

•	 Pray God will give converted 
Christians wisdom, access to 
Bibles and discipleship.


